
St. Mark’s Community of Faith Weekly Worship Service 
August 15th 

The Parable of the Budding Fig Tree -The Explorer 
The truth to know is now 

Welcome  

Introit: Grant to Us, O God VU 949 
 
Opening 
 
An explorer’s tale 
 
Song: Water flowing from the mountains MV 87 

The Parable of the Budding Fig Tree: & Reflection:  The truth to know is now 

Musical Offering: Siciliano (J. Stanley)   

Gladys Window 
 
Blessing 
 
Choral Closing:  Sing Amen VU 431 
 
Next week                                     

Postlude:  Improvisation  

Story time with Emily – Franklin’s neighbour 

 

Addendum 

The Parable of the Budding Fig Tree: & Reflection:  The truth to know is now 

Luke 21:29-33 

Then he told them a parable: ‘Look at the fig tree and all the trees; as soon as they sprout 
leaves you can see for yourselves and know that summer is already near. So also, when you 
see these things taking place, you know that the kingdom of God is near. Truly I tell you, this 
generation will not pass away until all things have taken place. Heaven and earth will pass 
away, but my words will not pass away. 



     
The truth to know is now 
 
The truth to know is now. 
In stillness, presence, beingness - everything centres and finds community and itself. 
Our quiet mind explores the everything and uncovers vision. 
Vision with the source. Creative synergy dancing with what was, is and will be. 
Time becomes an illusion-is an illusion and we are brought into the sacred space of the 
everything-the god-power, the christ-emanating force, the allness of each of our beings 
cradled in the ever expansiveness of God. 
 
This is consciousness; the great awareness that sets sail the imagination and opens wide 
prophetic sight to transition beyond matter and into liminal space. 
 
Dreams are born here. Edges explored. New life sprouts and the warm winds of summer 
bring growth not yet experienced. And we live here. Blanket and dream. The world does not 
often hear or see, but we discover our deeper reality in this unknown where the great god 
mystery resides. 
 

Here we find all that ever was. We find ourselves in and with creating spirit god. We see 
everyone and know belonging. There is peace and liberation and Jesus’ words hold court: 
when you see these things taking place, you know that God is near. Truly I tell you, this 
generation will not pass away until all things have taken place. Heaven and earth will pass 
away, but these words will not pass away. 

 

 

 


